INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

ROAD RANGERS

Road Rangers Service Patrols provide motorist assistance and incident management services in Miami-Dade County 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. The fleet assists stranded drivers by providing minor vehicle repairs and towing services. They also expedite traffic clearance times by securing incident scenes for emergency responders.

RISC

The Rapid Incident Scene Clearance (RISC) service is a performance based program that incentivizes quick clearance times for heavy-duty vehicle crashes with spilled loads. RISC events must meet program requirements and are available along District Six highways and select arterial roadways in Miami-Dade and Monroe counties.

IRV

Incident Response Vehicle (IRV) operators serve as FDOT’s incident command representatives along South Florida’s roadways. IRV operators have a law enforcement or fire rescue background and are specially trained to serve as FDOT’s point person between all emergency response agencies on the field.
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